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The Art Institute of Chicago was incorporated May 24, 1879, for the "founding and maintenance of schools of art and design, the formation and exhibition of collections of objects of art, and the cultivation and extension of the arts of design by any appropriate means." The Museum building upon the Lake Front, first occupied in 1893, is open to the public every week day from 9 to 6, Sundays from 12:15 to 10 p.m. Admission is free to members and their families at all times, and free to all upon Wednesdays, Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays.

The Art School, in the same building, includes departments of Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, Illustration, Decorative Designing, Normal Instruction, and Architecture.

All friends of the Art Institute are invited to become members. Annual Members pay a fee of ten dollars a year. Life Members pay one hundred dollars and are thenceforth exempt from dues. Governing Members pay one hundred dollars upon election and twenty-five dollars a year thereafter. Upon the payment of four hundred dollars, Governing Members become Governing Life Members and are thenceforth exempt from dues. All receipts from life memberships are invested and the income only expended.

All members are entitled, with their families and visiting friends, to admission to all exhibitions, receptions, public lectures, and entertainments given by the Art Institute, and to the use of the Ryerson reference library upon art.

Visitors desiring to see the collections of the Museum under guidance may make appointments with the museum instructors at the office of the Director.
DESIGNATION OF GALLERIES

MAIN FLOOR

Rooms 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 8, Elbridge G. Hall Collection of Casts of Sculpture

Room 1 . Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian, etc.
Room 2 (Corridor) . Asia Minor and Early Greek
Room 3 . Greek, V and IV Centuries B.C.
Room 4 . . . . Late Greek Sculpture
Room 5 . . . . Roman Sculpture
Room 6 (Corridor) . Higinbotham Collection of Naples Bronzes
Room 7 . . . . Check Room
Room 8 (Hall) . . . . Sculpture
Room 9 . . The Antiquarian Society: Oriental Art
Room 10 . The Antiquarian Society: Furniture, etc.
Room 11 (Corridor) The Antiquarian Society: Textiles
Room 12 . The Antiquarian Society: Tapestries, etc.
Room 13 (Corridor) Ceramics and Musical Instruments
Room 14 . Blanxius Collection of English Ceramics
Room 15 . F. W. Gunsaulus Collection of Old Wedgwood
Room 15a . . . . Classical Antiquities
Room 16 . . . . Egyptian Antiquities
Room 18 . . . . Fullerton Memorial Hall
Room 20 Blackstone Collection of Architectural Casts
Room 24 . . . . The Ryerson Library
DESIGNATION OF GALLERIES
SECOND FLOOR

ROOM 25  .  .  Annual Exhibition of Applied Arts
ROOM 26  .  .  Loan Exhibitions of Paintings
ROOM 27  (Corridor)  .  .  Medals and Drawings
ROOM 28  .  .  Loan Collections of Old Masters
ROOM 29  (Corridor)  .  .  Hutchinson Gallery of Old Masters
ROOM 30  .  .  Arundel Reproductions and Medals
ROOM 31  .  .  Exhibition of Bronzes
ROOM 32  (Corridor)  .  .  Sculpture and Paintings
ROOM 33  (Hall)  .  .  Ivories
ROOM 34  .  .  Sculpture and Drawings
ROOM 35  (Corridor)  .  .  Henry Field Memorial Collection: Paintings
ROOM 36  .  .  Elizabeth Hammond Stickney Room: Paintings
ROOM 37  .  .  Albert A. Munger Collection: Paintings
ROOM 38  .  .  Nickerson Collection: Paintings; Oriental Art
ROOM 39  .  .  Print Department
ROOM 40  .  .  Buckingham Japanese Prints
ROOM 41  .  .  Exhibition of Ceramics
ROOM 42  .  .  Store Room
ROOM 43  .  .  Butler Collection of Paintings by Inness
ROOM 44  .  .  Kemeys Bronzes
ROOM 45  .  .  Annual Exhibition of American Oil Paintings and Sculpture
ROOM 46  .  .  Annual Exhibition of Applied Arts
ROOM 47  .  .  Room 50
ROOM 48  .  .  Room 52a
ROOM 49  .  .  Room 53
ROOM 50  .  .  Room 54 (Corridor)
JURY OF SELECTION, 1916

Committee of Artists

PAINTERS
CHARLES FRANCIS BROWNE    WILLARD L. METCALF
CHILDE HASSAM              LAWTON PARKER
LOUIS KRONBERG             JOSEPH T. PEARSON, Jr.
ABRAM POOLE

SCULPTORS
FREDERICK C. HISBARD      NELLIE V. WALKER
RICHARD W. BOCK

Art Committee of the Art Institute

CHARLES L. HUTCHINSON    FREDERIC CLAY RAGLETT
MARTIN A. RYERSON        FRANK G. LOGAN
HOWARD SHAW              EDWARD B. BUTLER
WALLACE L. DEWOLF

COMMITTEE ON INSTALLATION OF SCULPTURE

LORADO TAFT              ALBIN POLASEK
ARTHUR T. ALDIS          HOWARD SHAW
NELLIE V. WALKER

NOTES

Members of the Jury of Selection are not in competition for prizes and honors.

Sales

For information and prizes regarding paintings and sculpture for sale in this exhibition, visitors are requested to apply to Miss Willard at her desk. All payments for exhibits purchased must be made to the Secretary of the Art Institute.

Books and Magazines

For information relative to the painters and sculptors represented in the exhibition consult the Ryerson Library, where a special collection of books and magazines may be found.
HONORS AWARDED BY THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

THE POTTER PALMER GOLD MEDAL, carrying with it a prize of one thousand dollars, is awarded to the author of a painting or work of sculpture in the annual exhibition, executed by an American citizen, without regard to subject.

1910  Sergeant Kendall  Alison
1911  Daniel Garber  Towering trees  Purchased for the Art Institute
1912  Frank W. Benson  My daughter
1913  Edward W. Redfield  By the river
1914  Richard E. Miller  Nude
1915  J. Alden Weir  The palm-leaf-fan
1916  Emil R. Zettler  Job  Plaster

THE NORMAN WAIT HARRIS SILVER MEDAL, carrying with it a prize of five hundred dollars, is awarded to the painter of a picture in the annual exhibition, executed within two years preceding the exhibition, without regard to subject.

1902  Walter McEwen  A lady of the Empire  Purchased for the Art Institute
1903  John S. Sargent  Portrait: Wm. M. Chase
1904  The prize was declined by Mary Cassatt, and was applied to the benefit of a Chicago art student in Paris.
1905  Robert Henri  Portrait of a lady in black  Purchased for the Art Institute
1906  Henry O. Tanner  The two disciples at the tomb  Purchased for the Art Institute
1907 Edmund C. Tarbell  Girl crocheting
1908 Sergeant Kendall  Narcissa
1909 Frank W. Benson  Girl playing solitaire
1910 Willard L. Metcalf  Ice-bound
1911 John C. Johansen  The village rider
1912 J. Alden Weir  The Plaza; nocturne
1913 Giovanni Battista Troccoli  Portrait: Mr. Ferry
1914 Philip L. Hale  Portrait
1915 Joseph T. Pearson, Jr.  In the gloaming
1916 Frederick C. Frieseke  The hammock

THE NORMAN WAIT HARRIS BRONZE MEDAL, carrying with it a prize of three hundred dollars, is awarded to the painter of a picture in the annual exhibition, executed within two years preceding the exhibition, without regard to subject.

1909 Edward W. Redfield  The white house
1910 Henry S. Hubbell  The departure
1911 Margaret F. Richardson  Portrait: Asa H. Page
1912 Frederick J. Waugh  Surf and fog, Monhegan
1913 Arthur B. Carles  Repose
1914 Charles H. Davis  The northwest wind
1915 George Bellows  Portrait: Anne
1916 James R. Hopkins  A mountain courtship
THE MARTIN B. CAHN PRIZE of one hundred dollars is awarded to the painter of a picture in the annual exhibition by a Chicago artist, without regard to subject.

1900  Charles A. Corwin
      Ten-pound Island, Gloucester
1901  Frederick W. Freer    The old gown
1902  Anna L. Stacey        The village at twilight
1903  Geneve Sargent        Margaret
1904  William Wendt         Stilly night
1905  Charles Francis Browne Field and sky
1906  Alson S. Clark        Coffee house

Presented to the Art Institute

1907  Lawton Parker         Portrait: M. A. Ryerson
1908  Adam E. Albright      The enchanted hour
1909  Ralph Clarkson        Portrait: Lorado Taft
1910  Frederic C. Bartlett  Gray day in a court
1911  Frederick F. Fursman  Summer time
1912  Wilson Irvine         In early autumn
1913  Oliver Dennett Grover June morning, Lake Orta
     Purchased for the Art Institute
1914  Alfred Juergens       Garden flowers
1915  W. Victor Higgins     Oka and Walmacho
1916  Walter Ufer           The solemn pledge; Taos Indians
HONORABLE MENTION is awarded to the author of a painting or work of sculpture in the annual exhibition, without regard to subject.

1910  William Wendt  The silence of the night
       Purchased for the Art Institute
1911  Walter D. Goldbeck  Portrait: Josef M. Korbel
       Olga Popoff  An idyl
       Marble
1912  Emil Robert Zettler  Professor T. S.
       Frank C. Peyraud  Summer evening
       Philip Little  The book
       Gifford Beal  The puff of smoke
       Purchased for the Art Institute
1913  Helen M. Turner  Summer
       Frederick C. Hibbard  Mark Twain
       Vaclav Vytlacil  Writing
1915  Chester Beach  Unveiling of dawn
       Marble
1916  William H. Singer, Jr.
       Highland farms, Norway
       Pauline Palmer  Pumpkin Hollow
       Stanislaw Szukalski  The fall
       Plaster
ACKNOWLEDGMENT—The Art Institute of Chicago acknowledges its obligations to the following persons who have generously contributed paintings as loans to the present exhibition:

Mrs. M. P. Bewley                             Ft. Worth, Texas
Chester M. Cloud                              Ithaca, N. Y.
Durand-Ruel                                    New York
Mrs. Thomas Eakins                             Philadelphia
The Folsom Galleries                          New York
M. Knoedler and Co.                           New York
William Macbeth                                New York
Macbeth Gallery                                New York
Montross Gallery                               New York
George F. Porter                               Chicago
Reinhardt Gallery                              New York
William Schwefer                              Chicago
Alex. Simpson, Jr.                             New York
Snedecor and Co.                               New York
Ada L. Stewart                                 Chicago
C. F. S. Stout                                 Philadelphia
University of Chicago
PAINTINGS

DAVID L. ADAM
1 Gray day, St. Monans

ADAM EMORY ALBRIGHT
2 The Allegheny

KARL ANDERSON
3 My ladyship’s attendants

MAXWELL/ARMFIELD
4 The footballers Tempera (Decoration for a hall)

SAMUEL BURTIS BAKER
5 Profile of Miss B.

ALICE WORTHINGTON BALL
6 The deserted manor house

HUGO BALLIN
7 The dance

GERTRUDE J. BARNES
8 White petunias

LEROY BARNETT
9 Study of an old woman
G. R. BARSE, JR.
10 Mona-Monella

FREDERIC C. BARTLETT
11 Studio

GIFFORD BEAL
12 New York freight yards

JOHN W. BEATTY
13 St. Sulspice, Lake Geneva

CARROLL BECKWITH
14 The nautilus

GEORGE BELLOWS
15 The sawdust trail
16 Fisherman's family

GERRIT A. BENEKER
17 Noon hour

FRANK W. BENSON
18 Red and gold

O. E. BERNINGHAUS
19 A Mexican corner, Taos, N. M.
20 Mood of the mountain
THERESA F. BERNSTEIN
21 The suffrage parade
22 The beach

LOUIS BETTS
23 Josie of the hills

MURRAY P. BEWLEY
24 Convalescent
25 Image vendor

FRANK A. BICKNELL
26 A May morning

CHARLES BITTINGER
27 Duxbury One Hundred
28 Becky

JULIUS T. BLOCH
29 Portrait: J. A. B.

ERNEST L. BLUMENSCEIN
30 The chief's two sons
31 Purple and old gold, Taos, N. M.

LESTER D. BORONDA
32 Twilight; winter
OLAF BRAUNER
33 Portrait: Mrs. Chester M. Cloud
34 In sunshine and salt-laden air
35 By the shimmering sea

HUGH H. BRECKENRIDGE
36 Eggplants

R. SLOAN BREDIN
37 Quietude

HORACE BROWN
38 The mountain

CHARLES FRANCIS BROWNE
39 September moonlight
40 Autumn sumacs

GEORGE ELMER BROWNE
41 Life of the sea

GEORGE DEFOREST BRUSH
42 Portrait: Mrs. Pearmain

EVERETT L. BRYANT
43 Still-life

JEANNETTE BUCKLEY
44 The foothills
WILLIAM G. BUNCE
45 Morning, Venice

EDWARD B. BUTLER
46 California hills

HOWARD RUSSELL BUTLER
47 Bald Head Cliff, Maine

DINES CARLSEN
48 Dutch bottles and jug

JOHN F. CARLSON
49 Sylvan labyrinths

ETTORE CASER
50 Landscape, with movement of wind

MARY CASSATT
51 Picking fruit

ADELAIDE COLE CHASE
52 Portrait: Mrs. Swan

FRANK SWIFT CHASE
53 Afternoon; autumn
54 Landscape
WILLIAM M. CHASE
55 Sunlight and shadow

F. EDWIN CHURCH
56 The peacock girl

ALSON SKINNER CLARK
57 A New England homestead

ELIOT CLARK
58 Hillside, New Hampshire

RALPH CLARKSON
59 Portrait: Rollin D. Salisbury

ALLEN D. COCHRAN
60 November wind

WILLIAM A. COFFIN
61 Winter night

J. ELLIOTT COLBURN
62 Lupine time in the dune country

MORGAN CQLT
63 By-the-way
64 Summer afternoon
CHARLOTTE B. COMAN
65 Young maples in October

EBEN F. COMINS
66 Two band men from the U.S. battleship Nevada

MARJORIE CONANT
67 A piazza portrait

JOHN R. CONNER
68 Under the north light

COLIN CAMPBELL COOPER
69 Palace gate, Udaipur, India

PAUL CORNOYER
70 Afternoon, Madison Square

WILLIAM COTTON
71 Portrait of the artist's mother

E. IRVING COUSE
72 An autumn melody

KENYON COX
73 Truth

BRUCE CRANE
74 Last snow
ARTHUR CRISP
75 The strollers

CHARLES C. CURRAN
76 September breeze

CHARLES W. DAHLGREN
77 Late spring
78 Willows in sunlight

ELLIOTT DAINGERFIELD
79 The lone cypress; sunset

RANDALL DAVEY
80 Man and monkey

ARTHUR B. DAVIES
81 Hylas and the nymphs

CECIL CLARK DAVIS
82 Portrait: George F. Porter

CHARLES H. DAVIS
83 Over the hill

JOSEPH DeCAMP
84 Pauline

WALLACE L. DeWOLF
85 Sunrise, Lake Louise
PAUL DOUGHERTY
86  October morning

EDWARD DUFNER
87  Summer joys

HELENA DUNLAP
88  Betty

W. HERBERT DUTTON
89  The ford
90  Sioux

THOMAS EAKINS
91  The spinner

CHARLES WARREN EATON
92  Assisi

LYDIA FIELD EMMET
93  Miss Ginnie and Polly

RICHARD BLOSSOM FARLEY
94  Barnegat Beach

NANCY M. FERGUSON
95  A meeting place
96  The accommodation
97  About Town Hall
GERTRUDE FISKE
98 Study in black and white
99 Anne and Theresa

JOHN FOLINSBEE
100 Winter quiet

MARY FOOTE
101 Mother and son

BEN FOSTER
102 Solitude in Maine
103 October hillside

KENNETH FRAZIER
104 Portrait

FREDERICK C. FRIESEKE
105 Girl with book
106 Breakfast in a garden
107 Under the awning
108 The hammock
109 Under the trees

DANIEL GARBER
110 Tanis

LEON GASPARD
111 Unhappy travelers in Poland
112 Marché du Parechti
EDWARD GAY
113 The farm road, Cragsmoor

LILLIAN GENTH
114 Forest music

W. W. GILCHRIST, JR.
115 Mother and child
116 Little Nell
117 Decorative panel

HOWARD GILES
118 Wood lily

WALTER DEAN GOLDBECK
119 Portrait: Mrs. William Morse Rummel

WALTER GOLTZ
120 Village in winter

ARTHUR C. GOODWIN
121 T wharf, Boston

A. H. GORSON
122 Night on the Monongahela River

JOHN R. GRABACH
123 Winter sunshine
FREDERIC M. GRANT
124 Our alley
125 The day of the races

W. GRANVILLE-SMITH
126 The willows

ALBERT L. GROLL
127 The Painted Desert, Arizona

EMILY GROOM
128 Clouds
129 A village in Pennsylvania

CHARLES P. GRUPPE
130 A valley in the Catskills

BERNARD GUTMANN
131 The sun parlor

PHILIP L. HALE
132 Portrait: the Spanish lady

BIRGE HARRISON
133 Hazy moonlight

CHILDE HASSAM
134 The rocky shore of New England
135 Against the light
CHARLES W. HAWTHORNE
136  The first voyage

ROBERT HENRI
137  Betalo Rubino

CHRISTINE HERTER
138  Leaves

W. VICTOR HIGGINS
139  Adobe house in Taos
140  Pablita's house
141  Juan Domingo and the bread jar

JAMES R. HOPKINS
142  Sunlit window
143  A mountain courtship

CHARLES L. HOPKINSON
144  H. H. and her sister

RUSSELL T. HYDE
145  White frost

WILSON IRVINE
146  Joyous June
147  A New England village
148  The hickory grove
JOHN C. JOHANSEN
149  Autumn

FRANCIS C. JONES
150  The book

H. BOLTON JONES
151  Shady brook

WILLIAM J. KAULA
152  Storm clouds

SERGEANT KENDALL
153  Study in shadow

PAUL KING
154  Village, moonlight

IRMA KOHN
155  Along the canal at New Hope

CARL R. KRAFFT
156  Fireflies

LEON KROLL
157  Building New York
158  The gay bridge
159  Building the ship
HIS FIRST VOYAGE
CHARLES W. HAWTHORNE

#136
LOUIS KRONBERG
160 Ballet girl in yellow
161 Preparing for the dance
162 Ballet girl in white

ANNIE TRAQUAIR LANG
163 Still-life
164 Tea-time abroad

ERNEST LAWSON
165 Park bridge

WILLIAM R. LEIGH
166 The land of his fathers

HARRY LEITH-ROSS
167 Winter

CHARLES M. LESAAR
168 Portrait

HAYLEY LEVER
169 Dawn
170 The dance of the boats

JOSEPHINE M. LEWIS
171 A rainy day

JONAS LIE
172 The autumn fleet
OSSIP L. LINDE
173 Chioggia, Venice

CARL ERIC LINDIN
174 Winter night

PHILIP LITTLE
175 Traffic

DOROTHEA M. LITZINGER
176 Autumn flowers

MARY FAIRCHILD LOW
177 The swift

GEORGE LUKS
178 Washington Bridge, New York

FERNAND LUNGEN
179 Rivers of stone: lava flow in the desert

WALTER MACEWEN
180 Oldebroek, M
181 Blue and white

HENRY MACGINNIS
182 The river border
THE RETURN OF THE HOLY WOMEN
HENRY O. TANNER

#261
STEPHEN WESLEY MACOMBER
183 Silent night

PETER MARCUS
184 The silo

RICHARD L. MARWEDE
185 Dusk of day

C. C. MASE
186 Across the pond

LAWRENCE MAZZANOVICH
187 Rejuvenescence

RALPH McLellan
188 The novel

L. H. MEAKIN
189 A village in Maine

GARI MECHERS
190 Nelly Kabel

WILLARD L. METCALF
191 Silver poplars
192 Young birches in October

KENNETH HAYES MILLER
193 The farmyard
194 On the beach
F. LUIS MORA
195 Two brunettes

HERMANN DUDLEY MURPHY
196 The wind
197 Mango trees

RAYMOND P. R.-NEILSON
198 A cup of tea

HOBART NICHOLS
199 A brilliant night

CARL J. NORDELL
200 Still-life

VIOLET OAKLEY
201 The portrait of a Florentine

LEONARD OCHTMAN
202 Snowfall

IVAN G. OLINSKY
203 Fire gods

MARIE DANFORTH PAGE
204 Woman and child

PAULINE PALMER
205 After the shower
206 A New England church
207 View from the wharf
208 Little Italy
209 Pumpkin Hollow
Dewitt Parshall
210 Harold's Canyon

William MacGregor Paxton
211 "1875"

Edgar Payne
212 Mountain mist
213 Sea foam

Joseph T. Pearson, Jr.
214 Winter
215 Spring

Jane Peterson
216 The shipyard

Marion L. Pooke
217 Air castles

Henry Rankin Poore
218 Pilgrim sons, No. 2

W. Merritt Post
219 Close of a December day

Edward H. Potthast
220 At the seashore

William Scott Pyle
221 Cho Cho San

Will J. Quinlan
222 Still-life
GRACE RAVLIN
223 Festival at Taos pueblo

C. P. REAM
224 Fruit

EDWARD W. REDFIELD
225 Gray day, Center Bridge
226 Woodland solitude
227 Overlooking Point Pleasant

CHARLES REIFFEL
228 After the blizzard
229 Early autumn

HENRY REUTERDAHL
230 London in war-time; the Strand
231 Sunday in the village

WILLIAM RITSCHEL
232 The green tide, California
233 Mystery of the hour, California coast

WILLIAM S. ROBINSON
234 Blue and gold
235 Summer landscape

CHARLES ROSEN
236 Autumn tangle

ALBERT ROENTHAL
237 Portrait: Alberta Uhle-Smith
ERNEST D. ROTH
238 Creek in winter

CARL RUNGIUS
239 On Wilcox Pass
240 A delay on the trail

CHAUNCEY F. RYDER
241 The stone boat

RINTARO SABA
242 The red kimono

WALTER SARGENT
243 The red mill

CARL SCHMITT
244 Study
245 God's garden

LEOPOLD SEYFFERT
246 Portrait: Hans Kindler

JOHN SHARMAN
247 The freight train
248 Trout stream in winter

BLANCHE CHANNING SHIELLS
249 Mary

WILLIAM H. SINGER, JR.
250 Highland farms, Norway
JOHN SLOAN
251  Spring planting, Greenwich Village, Manhattan

WILLIAM T. SMEDLEY
252  Portrait: Miss C. B. R.

FLORENCE FRANCIS SNELL
253  Assisi

HENRY B. SNELL
254  Backwater μ

ROBERT SPENCER
255  The huckster cart

JOHN F. STACEY
256  The village of Ephraim, Wis.

EDA STERCHI
257  Portrait: Mrs. J. S. Nicholson

GARDNER SYMONS
258  Winter glow
259  Morning sunshine

AUGUSTUS VINCENT TACK
260  Madonna of the Everlasting Hills

HENRY O. TANNER
261  The return of the Holy Women μ
BACK-WATER
HENRY B. SNELL
#25+
OFERTA PARA SAN ESQUIPULA
WALTER UFER

# 266
ELIZABETH SHUFF TAYLOR
262 Portuguese Hill
263 Drying fish, Gloucester

DWIGHT W. TRYON
264 Autumn twilight

HELEN M. TURNER
265 Golden hours

WALTER UFER
266 Oferta para San Esquipula
267 The solemn pledge; Taos Indians
268 The ford
269 The Passing Winter Clan
270 El Cacique del Pueblo
271 The American desert

LOUIS D. VAILLANT
272 The bathers

A. T. VAN LAER
273 Connecticut field

DOUGLAS VOLK
274 The little Canadian

HORATIO WALKER
275 The harrower; sunrise

MARTHA WALTER
276 Breezy day

EVERETT L. WARNER
277 The winding stream
HARRY W. WATROUS
278 Just a couple of girls

E. AMBROSE WEBSTER
279 In the tropics

J. ALDEN WEIR
280 A New England village

GEORGE W. WEISENBURG
281 Asters
282 In the woods

WILLIAM WENDT
283 The grove

GUY C. WIGGINS
284 A blow from the northwest

IRVING R. WILES
285 Portrait: Miss Gladys Wiles

F. BALLARD WILLIAMS
286 The Under-cliff, Isle of Wight

CHARLES H. WOODBURY
287 The wave

WILLIAM H. K. YARROW
288 The checkered dress

CULLEN YATES
289 Breezy weather
EXHIBITION OF SCULPTURE

The scale of an exhibition of American sculpture, such as was shown by the National Sculpture Society during the past summer, would in itself have great importance; but the real significance of this exhibition is due to the fact that the present time marks the culmination of a period in the development of American sculpture. This art, in the United States, has been growing steadily toward a condition of more perfect self-consciousness, until now, under the stimulus of the problems involved in the great Pacific Expositions, the achievement of a number of years has rushed to what may be called a climax, both in the amount of work produced and in the quality of that work. It is, therefore, highly fitting that this moment should be marked by an exhibition such as that of the National Sculpture Society. This exhibition was originally installed in the Albright Art Gallery in Buffalo and in the park surrounding that gallery. The importance of this collection makes it desirable that a larger part of the country should see it. For this reason, the entire collection, with the exception of a few pieces which could not be safely moved, nor fittingly installed under present conditions, has been brought to The Art Institute; and to this collection a number of important additions have been made. The entire group now constitutes the sculpture section of the Twenty-Ninth Annual Exhibition of American Oil Paintings and Sculpture.

The Art Institute expresses grateful acknowledgment of the cooperation of the National Sculpture Society, the Albright Art Gallery of Buffalo, and the individual sculptors who have generously contributed toward making this exhibition a success.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT — The Art Institute of Chicago acknowledges its obligations to the following persons who have generously contributed sculpture as loans to the present exhibition:

Herbert Adams
Albright Art Gallery
Art Club of Philadelphia
Col. William Barbour
Mrs. Helen Foster Barnett
Mrs. Isabel A. Bross
Mrs. A. Sterling Calder
Miss Alice Chapman
Dr. David Cheever
City of St. Louis
Edwin S. Clymer
John H. Converse
Mrs. I. H. Coriat
C. H. Crane
Stanley Field
Mrs. Reginald Fincke, Jr.
Dr. Franklin Fiske
Daniel Chester French
Daniel Garber
Gorham Company
James Graefy
George Guest
George Harding
M. M. Metcalf
National Academy of Design
National Sculpture Society
William Paxton
Mrs. Robert Pearmain
W. G. Peckham
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
Bela L. Pratt
Mrs. Ralph Pulitzer, Jr.
W. Frank Purdy
Edward W. Redfield
Miss Cornelia B. Sage
Edward W. Schofield
Dr. Howard H. Smith
H. E. Smith
Mrs. Ned A. Stanley
Mr. Adam Tindel
J. Stuart Tompkins
Henry L. Ulereck
University of Michigan
Dudley Crafts Watson
Adolph A. Weinman
Mrs. Harry Payne Whitney
SCULPTURE
HERBERT ADAMS

290 Meditation
291 An infant Burbank
292 Debutante
293 Chief Justice Marshall
294 The Rabbi's daughter
295 John A. Wyeth, M. D.
296 The McMillan fountain
297 Figurine: Nymph
298 Relief: Miss Peggy Gantt
299 Relief: Richard Mansfield
300 Relief: Campbell children
301 Reduction model for medal: New York Chapter, American Institute of Architects
302 Reduction relief: Miss Peggy Gantt
303 Reduction relief: Mary Greene
304 Reduction relief: Mrs. B.
305 Reduction relief: Mr. D. W. K.
306 Nymph

ROBERT AITKEN

307 Michelangelo
308 Outer darkness
309 A thing of beauty
310 Tired Mercury
311 Model: Commemorative medal P. P. I. E.: obverse
312 Model: Commemorative medal P. P. I. E.: reverse
313 Edwin Booth
314 Fountain of the earth
315 Bret Harte
316 Wounded Diana
317 Two souls
A creature of God
Helios
Zeus
Dregs of love
Conservatory fountain
Vanity (silver)
Flame
Commemorative medal P. P. I. E.: obverse
Commemorative medal P. P. I. E.: reverse

CARL E. AKELEY

Lion and buffalo
The wounded comrade
Stung
Charging herd

VINCENZO ALFANO

Might is right
"Quo usque tandem"

LOUISE ALLEN

Boy with shell
"Pippa Passes"
The dreamer
Scottie

FRANK G. APPLEGATE

Black puma
Ducks
Poet
Sea lions
Rhinoceros
Study
In the park
Jug
ALBERT HENRY ATKINS
345  Spirit of the sea
346  Portrait head
347  Peace
348  Station of the Cross
349  Portrait head
350  Door-knocker
351  Copenhagen memorial fountain relief

AMANDA P. AUSTIN
352  Saint Jean
353  Miss Quinn

CAROLINE PEDdle BALL
354  Sun-dial
355  Medallion portrait
356  Book ends
357  The student
358  Rainy day

MADELEINE A. BARTLETT
359  Portrait in low relief; Rachel
360  Portrait in low relief: Barbara
361  Portrait: Mrs. I. H. Coriat
362  Portrait: Mary L. Macomber
363  A young Narcissus

PAUL BARTLETT
364  Benjamin Franklin

JOHN BATEMAN
365  Fountain and aquarium
CLYDE C. BATHURST

366  James Grafl

CHESTER BEACH

367  Beyond
368  Unfolding of life
369  Boy with bagpipe
370  The spirit of the pines

SIDNEY BEDORE

371  Vanity
372  Diana

EDWARD BERGE

373  Muse finding head of Orpheus
374  Sun-dial
375  Wild flower
376  Undine
377  Boy and frog fountain
378  Fountain: Ducklings
379  Reduction: Wild flower

NELSON N. BICKFORD

380  Pelican
381  Death struggle
382  Strutting turkey
383  Sleeping leopard
384  The thinker
S. F. BILOTTI
385  Head
386  S. Fellows

KARL BITTER
387  Memorial to Dr. H. P. Tappan
388  Thomas Jefferson
389  Signing of the Louisiana purchase treaty
390  Panel: Karl Schurz memorial
391  Panel: Karl Schurz memorial
392  Relief: Lowry memorial
393  Relief: Lowry memorial
394  Kasson memorial

RICHARD W. BOCK
395  Nils: The goose boy
396  Hermes: Contemplation
397  Hermes: Frolic
398  Relief: Sister and brother

GUTZON BORGLUM
399  Babes in the wood
400  Inspiration
401  Torso
402  Fragment: Mares of Diomedes

SOLON H. BORGLUM
403  Washington: 1753
404  The waters
405  Notre esclave
406  God's command to retreat
JOHN J. BOYLE

407  Tired out
408  Stone age
409  Returning from the hunt
410  Franklin
411  Vanity
412  General Philip Sheridan

VICTOR D. BRENNER

413  Hygiene: obverse
414  Hygiene: reverse
415  Lincoln medal: obverse
416  Lincoln medal: reverse
417  Motherhood: obverse
418  Motherhood: reverse
419  Carl Schurz: obverse
420  Carl Schurz: reverse
421  Medal: Samuel Talmage
422  Medal: Washington Irving
423  Medal: William Welch
424  Relief: Dr. Emily Blackwell
425  Nature the consoler

BENIAMINO BUFANO

426  Portrait head

ROGER NOBLE BURNHAM

427  Door panel: Forsyth Dental Infirmary for children
428  Door panel: Forsyth Dental Infirmary for children
EDITH WOODMAN BURROUGHS

429 Garden figure
430 Vine leaves
431 L'Arrière pensée
432 Fenella
433 John La Farge
434 Boy with ball
435 Fountain figure: Youth
436 The threshold
437 Morgiana: Fountain of Arabian Nights
438 Portrait bust of A. B.
439 Sheherazade and the Sultan
440 Acquiescence
441 R. T. Nichol
442 Portrait bust of B. B.

A. STERLING CALDER

443 Figure of history
444 Memorial to an historian
445 Seated athlete
446 A woman
447 Laughing boy
448 P. F. Reneault
449 Stretching girl
450 Left spandrel, Ryan Art Gallery, New York
451 Right spandrel, Ryan Art Gallery, New York

EDNA W. CHAMBERLAIN

452 The muff

F. TOLLES CHAMBERLAIN

453 The cup-bearer
NESSA COHEN
454  Navajo watching women at work

MABEL CONKLING
455  Garden vase
456  Garden vase
457  Fountain: Songs of the sea

GEORGE CONLON
458  Buster
459  Fifine
460  Elaine

JEROME CONNOR
461  Relief: Walt Whitman

MAY E. COOK
462  Fountain group: Boy and turtle

NANCY COONSMAN
463  Portrait of old woman
464  Wistful baby
465  Column: Kincaid fountain, St. Louis

GAIL SHERMAN CORBETT
466  Chameleon boy
467  Medallion: Walden
468  Medallion: Frederick Coe Sherman
469  Medallion: John Newbold Hazard
470  Medallion: Emma J. O. Sherman
471  Medallion: Jean
472  Una Hunt
473  Sketch: Lincoln memorial
NANCY COX-McCORMACK
474  Clay sketch
475  Sketches; Panels for Trinity Church altar

HENRI CRENIER
476  Fountain: Boy and turtle
477  Sun-dial: Girl and butterfly

LEONARD CRUNELLE
478  Relief: Springtime
479  Fountain figure for Humboldt Park

CYRUS E. DALLIN
480  Apache
481  War and peace
482  Indian hunter

HERBERT M. DAWLEY
483  Mother of men

EDWIN WILLARD DEMING
484  The playing bear
485  Friendly tussle
486  Fight between a panther and a grizzly bear
487  The American bison
488  Maternity
489  Antelope

C. PERCIVAL DIETSCHE
490  Destiny
GIUSEPPE DONATO
491 Adam Tindel
492 John H. Converse

LOUIS R. DOUGHERTY
493 Bliss
494 Portrait relief
495 Feather-stitching
496 Louis P., Jr.

RICHARD H. DUFFY
497 Barbara (10 days old)

ABAStENIA ST. LEGER EBERLE
498 Rag-picker
499 Slumber
500 Solitude

ULRIC H. ELLERHUSEN
501 The commuters
502 Reflections
503 Escutcheon for Navy League

RUDULPH EVANS
504 June
505 Pommes dorées

AVARD FAIRBANKS
506 Old Bill Kedington
507 The baby
SALLY JAMES FARNHAM
508  End of the day

BEATRICE FENTON
509  Peter Moran
510  Marjorie D. Martenet

EMILIE FIERO
511  Table fountain
512  Decorative bowl

JOHN FLANAGAN
513  Frame of medals
514  Frame of medals
515  Frame of medals

S. E. FLORIO
516  Adam and Eve

BEATRICE FOX
517  Mrs. L. Webster Fox

JAMES EARLE FRASER
518  Portrait bust
519  C. Whitney
520  Portrait study
521  Bust of J. E. C.
522  Portrait of J. S.
523  Plaque: Flora and Sonny Whitney
524  Melisande
525  Theodore Roosevelt
DANIEL CHESTER FRENCH
526 Melvin memorial
527 Spirit of life: Spencer Trask memorial

HARRIET W. FRISMUTH
528 Sanki sun-dial
529 Sun-dial: Morning, noon and night

AGNES VALBORG FROMÉN
530 The last of his tribe
531 Memory's urn
532 Grace

SHERRY EDMUNDESEN FRY
533 Peace
534 Chief Mahaska
535 Goddess of waters
536 Figure on vase
537 Au soleil
538 Spartan mother

EMIL FUCHS
539 Mrs. Francis L. Wellman

GEORGE E. GANIERE
540 Nude
541 Head of Lincoln

LAURA GARDÉN
542 Table fountain
543 Catch as catch can
544 Frame of medals
JOHANNES GELEERT
545 Theseus courting Ariadne
546 Evening prayer
547 Denmark medal: obverse
548 Denmark medal: reverse

ANNA GLENNY
549 The incense-burner
550 Head of a woman

CHARLES GRAFLY
551 Marble head
552 The surgeon
553 Edwin S. Clymer
554 Thomas P. Anshutz
555 William Paxton
556 The etomologist
557 George Harding
558 Maidenhood
559 Joseph R. DeCamp
560 Edward W. Schofield
561 Edward W. Redfield
562 The oarsman

SARA MORRIS GREENE
563 Head
564 Grape gatherers
565 Baby Bacchus

JOHN GREGORY
566 Workman
567 Princess
FRANCES GRIMES

568  Ralph Pulitzer, Jr.
569  Miss Pearmain
570  Rex Fincke, Jr.
571  Relief: Mrs. C. H. Crane
572  Medallion: Joseph Parsons
573  Medallion: Mrs. Joseph Parsons
574  Medallion: Mrs. George Parsons
575  Medallion: George F. Goodyear
576  Medallion: Arthur Whiting
577  Portrait medallion
578  Portrait medallion

KARL H. GRUPPE

579  Portrait medallion
580  Fountain figure
581  Polish girl

ELI HARVEY

582  Lion with antelope
583  Maternal provisions
584  Lion of the desert
585  Lioness combating
586  Lion combating
587  American elk

LOUISA HAYES

588  Fountain figure
589  The watcher
HENRY HERING
590 Peace
591 Courage
592 Devotion
593 Memory
594 Augustus Saint Gaudens
595 Running Diana
596 L'Allegro
597 Relief: Evarts Tracy
598 Relief: Alice Olin Dows and Stephen Olin
   Dows
599 Relief: Stephen H. Olin
600 Frame of medals

FREDERICK C. HIBBARD
601 Central group: U. D. C. Shiloh memorial
602 Relief: Albert Sidney Johnstone

CLARA HILL
603 S. S. McClure

CHARLES L. HINTON
604 Fountain: Girl with ball and fish
605 Syrinx
606 Girl tying sandals

MARGARET HOARD
607 Eve
608 An old woman
MALVINA HOFFMAN

609 Bonarios Grimson
610 Russian bacchanale
611 Orientals: Pavlova and Novikoff
612 Pavlova gavotte
613 Portrait study
614 Bust of Mr. X.
615 Model for fountain: faun and panther cub
616 Russian dancers

MAXIMILIAN HOFFMAN

617 Wounded
618 Dwight L. Moody
619 Woodrow Wilson

ANTOINETTE B. HOLLISTER

620 Bavarian mother and child

VICTOR S. HOLM

621 Halsey C. Ives
622 Prima mater
623 Edmund H. Wuerpel

CECIL DE B. HÔWARD

624 The bather

ALBERT HUMPHREYS

625 Lion cubs wrestling
626 Juggling bear
CHARLES H. HUMPHRISS
627 Indian hunter
628 Indian sun-dial
629 King Arthur

ANNA V. HYATT
630 L’orage
631 Lion and lioness group
632 Fighting elephants
633 Colts in a storm
634 Tiger group
635 Monkey group
636 Ostrich
637 Great Dane
638 Great Dane
639 Model: Joan of Arc statue

KATHLEEN BEVERLEY INGELS
640 Design for mausoleum: Wings of Peace
641 Portrait: Frank L. Ingels

ALBERT JAEGERS
642 Uncle Joe Cannon
643 Von Steuben medal: obverse and reverse
644 Lincoln
645 Mr. Timby

AUGUST JAEGERS
646 Left spandrel for arch: Court of four seasons, P. P. I. E.
647 Right spandrel for arch: Court of four seasons, P. P. I. E.
648 Attic figure for arch: Fruit
649 Attic figure for arch: Grain
MAUD F. JEWETT
650 Voice of the water spirit

GRACE MOTT JOHNSON
651 Chimpanzees
652 Greyhound pup
653 Chimpanzee
654 Goat

THOMAS JONES
655 Portrait bust: Miss L.
656 Sun worshipper

JENO JUSKO
657 Portrait bust: Mr. K.
658 Portrait bust: Mr. W.
659 Portrait bust: Mr. B.
660 Portrait statuette: Mr. W.
661 Portrait medal: Mr. O.

CHARLES KECK
662 Mohammed for Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences
663 Fountain figure: Boy with dolphin

WILLIAM SERGEANT KENDALL
664 Quest
665 Elizabeth
666 Breton girl

ERNEST WISE KEYSER
667 Man and his conscience
ISABEL MOORE KIMBALL
668  Portrait medallion

SAMUEL KLASSTORNER
669  Fountain figure
670  Head of a young man

CHARLES R. KNIGHT
671  Polar Bear
672  Kodiak bear
673  African elephant

ISIDORE KONTI
674  Surprise
675  Solace
676  Dying melodies
677  Scherzo
678  The Muses
679  The witch
680  Meditation
681  Allegro
682  Lovers
683  A seal
684  Young mother
685  Charm
686  Orpheus
687  Innocence
688  Breeze
689  Genius of immortality
690  Portrait
691  Elliott Daingerfield
692  Portrait bust: Mrs. H.
693  Group for fountain: Mother and child
TURNING TURTLE
ALBERT LAESSLE

# 714

PELICAN
NELSON N. BICKFORD

# 380
DREAMS
HERMON A. MAC NEIL
# 756

LAUGHING BATHER
GRACE PRUDEN NEAL
# 805
MARIO KORBEL
694 Cyril McCormack
695 Gwen McCormack
696 Study
697 Study
698 Study
699 Dancer
700 Dancer
701 Dancer
702 Dancer group: Architecture and sculpture

JOSEPH KRPKA
703 Kiss of the oceans
704 The sewer

ANNA COLEMAN LADD
705 “The Peacock”
706 Fountain: Wind and spray

ALBERT LAESSLE
707 Chanticleer
708 Fantail pigeon
709 The squirrel
710 Turtle and prey
711 Locust and pine cone
712 Young turtle
713 Repletion
714 Turning turtle
715 The first step
716 An outcast
717 The contented hop-toad
718 The source
719 Turtle and snail
720 Heron and fish
721 The old bullfrog
722 The bronze turkey
723 Kingfisher
ARThur leE
724 The Virgin

leO leNteLLi
725 Decoration for Orpheum Theatre, St. Louis
726 Decoration for Orpheum Theatre, St. Louis

J. MOrtiMeR lIChtenanuEr
727 Statuette

B. lilliaN lInK
728 The elfin piper
729 Dancing baby

evelyn b. longman
730 Female torso
731 Female torso

augus tus luKEman
732 Diana
733 Diana
734 Fountain group: Finding of Moses

elizABth macKinstry
735 The little dwarf
736 Portrait statuette

FredericK w. macmOnnies
737 Pan of Rohallion
738 Diana
739 Nathan Hale
740 Bacchante
CAROL BROOKS MACNEIL
741  Betty
742  The wave
743  Farewell to the fairies
744  First lesson

HERMON A. MACNEIL
745  Incoming wave
746  Pan-American medal of award: obverse
747  Pan-American medal of award: reverse
748  Medal of honor: Architectural League of New York: obverse
749  Medal of honor: Architectural League of New York: reverse
750  Girl with young satyr
751  Indian with arms folded
752  Navajo orator
753  Lincoln the lawyer
754  Inspiration
755  Early toil
756  Dreams
757  Blackpipe, the Sioux
758  Miss Nattalia
759  Miss Longman

WILLIAM WHITNEY MANATT
760  Squirrel nymph

HERMAN N. MATZEN
761  Richard Wagner
762  Relief of the late Henry R. Hatch

HARRIET HYATT MAYER
763  Science and Art
LOUIS MAYER

764 Portrait relief
765 Book ends: In days gone by
766 Plaque: Patrona artium

WLADYSLAW MAZUR

767 Motherless
768 Relief: Coquetry
769 Relief: On the shore
770 Relief portrait

EDWARD McCARTAN

771 Garden group sketch: Woman with baby
772 Fountain: Girl drinking
773 Fountain: Pan
774 Boy with ribbon

HELEN FARNSWORTH MEARNS

775 Portrait of my mother
776 Fountain of life
777 Dawn and labor
778 Luring victory
779 Reclining cat
780 Reduction of portrait of Augustus Saint Gaudens
781 Aphrodite
782 Eve
783 The urn
784 Dancing nymph
785 Boy with butterfly
786 Relief: Edward MacDowell
W. HARRISON MEREROLE

787 Pilgrim

LOUIS MILIONE

788 Dulce far niente
789 Portrait bust

J. MAXWELL MILLER

790 Medal: Cardinal James Gibbons: obverse and reverse
791 Medallion: Portrait of infant
792 Medallion: Cardinal Gibbons
793 Debating prize medallion

JOHN HARRISON MILLS

794 Memorial tablet

EUGENE MORAHAN

795 After the battle
796 Driftwood
797 Stalking lioness

PAUL WINTERS MORRIS

798 Statuette fountain: Hebe

MAY MOTT-SMITH

799 Medal: John Barret
800 Medal: T. Spicer Simson
801 Medal: Spring blossom
OLGA POPOFF MULLER

802  Primitive man
803  Head of Italian boy

GRACE PRUDEN NEAL

804  Boy with snake
805  Laughing bather, α
806  Bacchante

ALLEN G. NEWMAN

807  The pirate
808  The hiker
809  Medal: Joan of Arc: obverse and reverse

CHARLES H. NIEHAUS

810  Silenus
811  Scraper
812  Puglist
813  William the Silent
814  Christ
815  Cupid
816  Inkstand
817  Lincoln
818  J. Q. A. Ward

FRANCIS H. PACKER

819  Vincent Russo
820  Sketch: Ruffin statue
821  Figure: Greene memorial
822  Naval trophy

WILLARD D. PADDOCK

823  Dean McNulty
824  Little Miss Fiske
HELEN BYRD PARKINSON

825  Bettina

EDITH BARRETTO PARSONS

826  Fountain: Duck baby

HAIG PATIGIAN

827  Vanity
828  A study
829  John Keith
830  Apollo hunting

R. HINTON PERRY

831  Irish wolfhound
832  Primitive man

ATTILIO PICCIRILLI

833  Head of a boy
834  Head of a girl
835  Portrait head
836  Marble faun
837  An outcast
838  Fragment of a statue
839  Fragment of a statue
840  A faun’s toilet
841  A soul
842  Fragment of a statue
843  Flower of the Alps
844  Maria
845  Replica: Silver plaque presented to I. W. Drummond by the National Sculpture Society
FURIO PICCIRILLI
846 Young mother and child
847 Eurydice

C. S. PIETRO
848 Mother of the dead

ALBIN POLÁŠEK
849 Aspiration
850 Fantasy
851 Maternal love
852 Theodore N. Ely
853 The sower
854 F. D. Millet
855 Maiden of the Roman Campagna

ALEXANDER POPE
856 Our vanishing wild life
857 Polar bear
858 Lioness and cubs

ALEXANDER PORTNOFF
859 Frank B. Kelley

RENÉE PRAHAR
860 Russian dancer

BELA LYON PRATT
861 Mother of artist
862 River nymph
863 Up-stream and down-stream
864 Lord Amherst
865 Saint Christopher
866 The butterfly
867 Echo
868 Young mother
869 Mrs. Pratt
870 Study of a young girl

A. PHIMISTER PROCTOR
871 Fawn: First model
872 Elk
873 Indian on horse
874 Silver kingfish
875 Buffalo
876 American horse
877 Buffalo, Q. H.
878 Dog with bone
879 Reduction: Princeton tiger
880 Charging elephant

BRENDA PUTNAM
881 Fountain figure: Turtle boy

EDMOND T. QUINN
882 Nymph
883 Audrey
884 Nymph
885 C. H. Chavant
886 Edwin Markham
887 Francis Wilson
888 Albert Sterner
889 Allan Pollock
RICHARD H. RECCHIA
890 Bas relief portrait
891 Bas relief portrait: Bela L. Pratt
892 Bas relief portrait: H. E. Smith
893 Bas relief portrait: George Guest

LUCY CURRIER RICHARDS
894 Sun-dial: Lilies

MARY ALTHEA RIDDLE
895 Fountain figure: Water baby

LUCY PERKINS RIPLEY
896 Study

CHARLES CARY RUMSEY
897 Stone bull
898 Boyhood
899 Horse and man drinking
900 Hound
901 Study for centaur
902 Lion cub
903 Scratching dog
904 Calf and colt

HELEN SÁHLER
905 Relief: Iona
ANNETTA J. SAINT GAUDENS

906 Paul Saint Gaudens
907 Louis Johnson
908 Edward and John Lancaster Burling
909 Bedtime
910 Carlota Saint Gaudens and her son Augustus
911 Medallion: Baby
912 Medallion: Louis Saint Gaudens

VICTOR D. SALVATORE

913 Youth
914 Study of a young girl
915 Study of an old man
916 Head of an old lady
917 Seeking

EDWARD FIELD SANFORD, JR.

918 Great Dane

MARGARETT W. SARGENT

919 Sketch: Outdoors
920 The Cheever boys

G. S. SCARPITTA

921 Lampada spenta
922 Little darkey
923 Mr. Hodgson
924 Tolstoi
925 Amor di madre

ADELE E. SCHULENBURG

926 Scrub woman
HANS SCHULER

927  The violet

JANET SCUDDER

928  Flying cupid
929  Frog fountain
930  Tortoise fountain
931  Little lady of the sea
932  Shell fountain
933  Fountain: Boy with fish
934  Victory

EMORY P. SEIDEL

935  Babette

JULIA G. SEVERANCE

936  Portrait: Mildred Ella Metcalf

EUGENIE F. SHONNARD

937  Figure for gate post: Marabou

ARMORY C. SIMONS

938  The storm
939  Mastiff dog
940  Having a hard time

CESARE STEA

941  Portrait study
942  Portrait study
LINDSEY MORRIS STERLING
943 The awakening
944 Water witch girl
945 Fountain: Afraid
946 Siegfried motif
947 Season of grapes
948 Moment musical
949 Fountain: Land baby and mermaid

STANISLAW SZUKALSKI
950 Labor
951 Birth of a thought
952 Defense
953 Sketch for monument of Polish legions
954 Annunciation
955 The fall

LORADO TAFT
956 Fragment: Fountain of Time
957 Medal: James Whitcomb Riley

F. M. L. TONETTI
958 Boy and swan
959 Au bord du Loing
960 Senator C. C. C.

GRACE H. TURNBULL
961 The mother
LUELLA PARNEY

962  Mark Twain

BESSIE POTTER VONNOH

963  Water-lilies
964  Motherhood
965  A young mother
966  Grecian draperies
967  Enthroned
968  The dance
969  Girl dancing
970  His first journey
971  A chance acquaintance
972  A sketch
973  A kiss
974  Butterflies
975  The intruder
976  The scarf

NELLIE V. WALKER

977  "Chief Keokuk" for Keokuk, Iowa

FRANK C. WAMSLEY

978  Fountain figure

MARY S. WASHBURN

979  The infant
980  Ernest
981  My mother
982  Innocence
ALBERT WEINERT

983  Lord Baltimore

ADOLPH A. WEINMAN

984  Lincoln
985  Study for Lincoln at Hodgenville
986  Heroic courage
987  Portrait: Mr. W. R. M.
988  Chief blackbird
989  Wamboli
990  Strayed from the herd
991  Bowler
992  On stony pastures
993  Panel: Stewart mausoleum
994  Panel: Stewart mausoleum
995  Panel: Stewart mausoleum
996  Panel: Stewart mausoleum
997  Tympanum: Masonic Temple, San Francisco
998  Destiny of red man
999  Fountain: Water centaur
1000  Fountain: Water centaur
1001  Charles Henry Niehaus
1002  Descending night
1003  Rising sun
1004  Relief: Mr. G. M. S.
1055  Fragment of sarcophagus: Kane memorial
1006  Medallion: Katherine Jane
1007  Medallion: Katherine Jane Weinman
1008  Plaque: Adelaide
1009  Plaque: Louise Hettinger
1010  Medallion: Artist's mother
1011  Medallion: Artist's son
1012  Frame of medals
1013  Frame of medals
E. KATHLEEN WHEELER
1014 Portrait bust: President Samuel Gompler
1015 Portrait bust: Edgar Lee Masters

ALICE MORGAN WRIGHT
1016 Piping satyr
1017 Piping satyr
1018 Beside the pool
1019 Medal: Pastorale 1
1020 Medal: Pastorale 2
1021 Medal: Pastorale 3
1022 Medal: President Seelye
1023 Offshore wind

OSCAR YAMPOLSKY
1024 Portrait: Miss Esther Yampolsky

ENID YANDELL
1025 Mermaid and fisher boy

MAHONRI M. YOUNG
1026 Peter Newell at Leonia
1027 Scrub woman
1028 Chiseler
1029 Day dreams

EMIL ROBERT SETTLER
1030 David P.
1031 Professor T. S.
1032 Job
SUPPLEMENT TO THE CATALOGUE
OF THE TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL
EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN SCULPTURE

THE INCREASING INTEREST IN THE SCULPTURE
EXHIBITION WHICH WAS OPENED AT THE
ART INSTITUTE ON NOVEMBER SECOND HAS
RESULTED IN THE ACQUISITION FOR THIS
EXHIBITION OF A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT
WORKS WHICH WERE FOUND AVAILABLE JUST
TOO LATE FOR INCLUSION IN THE CATALOGUE.
THOSE WORKS ARE LISTED IN THIS SUPPLEMENT
CATALOGUE

NESSA COHEN
1033  Sunrise

ABASTENIA ST. LEGER EBERLE
1034  Bacchanale

ALFEO FAGGI
1035  Head of a woman
1036  Seated nude
1037  Girl with book
1038  Beatrice
1039  Mother and child
1040  The sibyl
1041  St. Francis
1042  Head of Costetti
1043  Fantasies and portraits
1044  Fantasies
1045  Vase
1046  Vase
1047  Bas-relief: Mother and child
1048  Bas-relief: Nude

ISIDORE KONTI
1049  Pride

EDWARD McCARTAN
1050  Pan
1051  Candlestick
1052  Candlestick
HELEN FARNSWORTH MEARS
1053  Relief: Augustus Saint Gaudens

CHARLES J. MULLIGAN
1054  The young Lincoln

ARTHUR PUTNAM
1055  Standing puma
1056  Coyote and snake
1057  Walking bear
1058  Crouching coyote
1059  Listening puma
1060  The combat
1061  Indian and puma wrestling

G. S. SCARPITTA
1062  E. S. Conway, Esq.

LINDSEY MORRIS STERLING
1063  Plaque: Boy and squirrel

LORADO TAFT
1064  Fragment: Fountain of Time

ALICE MORGAN WRIGHT
1065  Medal: Pastorale 4

EMIL ROBERT KETTLER
1066  Kanellos, the Greek dancer
ASSISI

CHARLES WARREN EATON
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BREAKFAST IN THE GARDEN
FREDERICK C. FRIESEKE

#106